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“November comes 
And November goes, 

With the last red berries 
And the first white 

snows.” 
― Clyde Watson  
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This month’s Monitor is jam packed with the 
exciting news of many award-winning photog-
raphers.   

 

The artistry and creativity of the works on the 
following pages are an inspiration to all of us 
who follow, practice, and create.  Well done, 
and congratulations! 
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Leap Year by Patricia M Calder—Best In Show 

Congratulations to this year’s Spark Photo Festival Winners 
and a  

special congratulations to the participating NPC members. 
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Above—The Skimmer by Allan Short  - 3rd Place Winner 

 

Below—The Cyclist by Allan Short—Top 25 
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Left  

Exploring the AGO  

by Doug Johnson - Top 25 

Below 

Urban Recreation  

by Raymond Williams—Top 25 
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Dog Days of Winter by Susan Dubois—Top 25 

Well done.  To see more, please go to: 

https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/exhibits/ 

https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/exhibits/?fbclid=IwAR3AXAMcL3VhHhUFUzEKiw6OVdpeNO8YhPuYM6Vrq0ueqTnDacXvwj6iw-o
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THE SPIDER AWARDS 

HTTPS://WWW.THESPIDERAWARDS.COM/ 

Not only did our NPC members show well in the Spark Festival, we have three who showed well in 
the Spider Awards, The Spider Awards are the premier international prizes honoring black & white 
photography.  Congratulations, Terry Self, Raymond Williams and David O’Rourke. 

The Arch  By Terry Self -  Nominee Award 
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The Spider Awards...Continued 

Style    By Raymond Williams - Honorable Mention 
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The Spider Awards...Continued 

At The Santa Claus Parade  

David O’Rourke— Honorable Mention 

The King of the City, Budapest 

By David O’Rourke - 

Honorable Mention 
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Seasonal Photography  
Contest 

 
( F r o m  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  C o b o u r g  w e b  p a g e )  

 
The Town of Cobourg’s Community Services Division and the Experience Cobourg Team is pleased to 
present the Seasonal Photography Contest! 

Cobourg and Northumberland County residents and visitors are encouraged to submit their original pho-
tographs for a chance to win great prizes. Photographers of all skill levels are invited to share their un-
published, original work for any or all of the four seasons: Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter with winners 
being announced each season. 

 

 #SupportLocal 
In support of local businesses, each winner will 
receive a gift card valued at $200, to a local busi-
ness of their choosing. 

Fall Photography Contest Categories: 

1. Food & Beverage: Soaking up the last few 
rays of sun on a patio, drinking fall inspired 
coffee or tea, seasonal meals or just enjoying a 
great meal with friends and family. 

2. Peaceful Parks & Mindful Trails: Images of 
Cobourg’s hidden gems and beautiful places to 
take a walk to explore nature and your sur-
roundings. Be sure to capture the beautiful fall 
colours. 

3. History & Heritage: Help us share the story of 
Cobourg’s unique history through our built her-
itage, such as buildings and homes but also 
how we have honored our citizens through lo-
cal monuments and art displays. 

 

This is a juried contest. 

 

For more information, go to: Experience Cobourg 
Kicks Off Seasonal Photography Contest 

https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx
?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-
4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9# 

https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9
https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9
https://www.cobourg.ca/Modules/News/index.aspx?keyword=photography&newsId=3748368a-b2dc-4e53-9c52-63963e75acd9
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FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER 

KATHERINE LOVE 

 

Katherine Love was born in Oshawa, Ontario and currently resides in Cobourg, where her Great Grandfather 
emigrated to from Ireland. 

Katherine studied Business at Wilfrid Laurier University and has retired from many adventures. 

An avid traveler, Katherine has seen Canada from coast to coast several times, including the Artic Circle.  
Since the 1970’s she has spent as much time as possible on Anguilla, a small island in the Caribbean. 

 

Katherine developed an interest in photography when she was young and browsing through her Uncle’s 
National Geographic magazines.  No doubt that was what influenced her interest in nature photography 
today. 
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Featured Photographer continued... 
“ 

Her first camera was a small, turquoise film camera, followed by an Instamatic.  Once it was affordable, 
Katherine invested in a Canon camera and a few lenses.  As often happens, life got in the way and only a 
few years ago she became interested in photography again. 
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Featured Photographer continued... 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Katherine was diagnosed with cancer and underwent chemotherapy and radiation.  Once she felt ready to 
start taking photographs again, she decided to take daily photographs and has been doing that for the past 
year and a half.  This has been a great way to see all the beauty around her and keep her mind busy. 
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Most of Katherine’s photographs are taken in 
Northumberland County, Prince Edward Coun-
ty, and some in Toronto. 

 

The excitement of seeing small things, like 
bugs hiding in flowers, and downloading her 
images and seeing how well they turned out, 
are great photographic memories. 

 

Katherine uses a Nikon B700 camera. 

Featured Photographer continued... 
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The Monitor  

HERE’S A THOUGHT 
BY SUSAN DUBOIS 

 
Seldom taking the easy way out, I naturally chose the latter option. Aside from making me feel good 
about my decision, it has also had other unforeseen effects, that of pushing the boundaries of my patience, 
determination and focus, as well as increasing my level of compassion for people suffering from ADD 
(Attention Deficit Disorder). I am now questioning the wisdom of having chosen the most difficult path, 
but pride alone will not allow me to admit defeat, so I persevere in my daunting task.  
  
Having made the decision to do some house cleaning, how do we decide which pictures to keep and 
which ones to delete? How many of our out of focus, photographically dismal pictures do we keep be-
cause of their sentimental value, having captured special moments of our family, friends and pets, now 
either grown up or gone from our lives?  The good news is, with the colder weather soon upon us forcing 
some of us to remain indoors, we have the perfect opportunity to do some house cleaning without any 
time constraints.   
 

So, what will your decision be? Upgrade, sort and delete, or do nothing until forced into choosing? 
Whichever it is, there is no right and no wrong, only the feeling and knowing that you are satisfied with 
your choice.  

Are you a picture hoarder? Today’s technology has undoubtedly 
made our lives and photography easier, but has led to an unforeseen 
complication. How many pictures do we have stored on our comput-
er and other hard drives that no one else but us ever sees, even if we 
go back and look at them. After all, we can only have so many pic-
tures adorn our walls, so what do we do with them?  
 

A couple of months ago, after overcoming my shock when I realized 
that I only had 30 Gb of memory left on my 1 Tb hard drive, I had to 
make a quick decision - upgrade to a 2 or 3 Tb hard drive and keep 
on storing thousands of pictures that no one looks at, or start doing 
some serious house cleaning?  

Upgrade, Sort, Or Delete?  Are you a picture hoarder? 
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The Monitor  

EARLY MORNING AT THE FRINK CENTRE 

BY LESLIE ABRAM 

Great Blue Heron greets me as I arrive at the boardwalk.  

The note I left on the kitchen counter read “Good morning! I’ve gone to the Frink Centre to  look for Virgin-
ia Rails.  Pets have been fed.” 
 
It’s always a good idea to get up early if you want to see wildlife.   That doesn’t mean I always do it.    But 
Monday, I took off for the Frink Centre. 

The HR Frink Centre is an outdoor edu-
cation centre about 10 minutes north of 
Belleville, Ontario.   It boasts woodland 
trails, and an extensive boardwalk 
through a marsh absolutely brimming 
with life. 

I have been to the Frink Centre countless 
times with classes of children, age 5-14.   
It was always one of the highlights of the 
school year, and we were never disap-
pointed. But going there early in the 
morning is a completely different experi-
ence.   Early in the morning, the Frink 
Centre reveals its secrets. 

Marsh wren skulking around the cattails  

All kinds of creatures are hiding  

in the cattails. 

Note:  This article is from Leslie Abram’s blog, Leslie Abram Photography, Wildlife of Eastern Ontario.   

To see more: go to http://leslieabram.com/ 

http://leslieabram.com/
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If you stop, and wait, life will eventually show itself. 

Who are you? 

The boardwalk 

As my note read, my real target for the morning was Virginia Rails.   I had heard through Terry Sprague’s 
Quinte Area Bird Report that family groups of these elusive birds were frequently being spotted.   Baby 
Virginia Rails?   Oh my. 

 

http://naturestuff.net/site/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1073&Itemid=29
http://naturestuff.net/site/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1073&Itemid=29
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Gordie 

As I walked down the boardwalk I noticed my friend Kenzo and his little dog Gordie were al-
ready there.   Kenzo goes to the Frink Centre a lot, with Gordie by his side.   He knows where all 
the creatures hang out.    So we waited together. 

Painted turtle 

We watched a turtle 
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Looking good 

Lots of frogs around too. 

Woah there 

Even this black water snake. 
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Baby Virginia Rail 

Growing up 

Finally, from the edge of the marsh, we spotted some movement.   A little black juvenile Virginia Rail!   
We remained very still as it made its way among the weeds, having its breakfast. They eat insects, insect 
larvae, fish, frogs, and small snakes. 

 

You can see it is starting to grow in some of the rusty coloured feathers of an adult. 
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.Adult Virginia Rail 

Pretty lady 

Speaking of whom, look who ran out onto the boardwalk!   I was so thrilled to see her, as my only glimpse 
of Virginia Rails in the past have been them peeking out of dense reeds.   They are notoriously secretive. 

Virginia Rails have many adaptations that help them be so secretive.   First of all, their feather patterns help 
them camouflage brilliantly.   When nesting, they build “dummy nests” to throw off potential predators. 
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Roll call 

What a beauty 

They are perfectly suited to 
live in their marsh habitat, 
with long toes, strong leg 
muscles, a laterally com-
pressed body (they are skin-
ny when viewed head-on) 
and extra-durable feathers 
on their foreheads to protect 
their heads when pushing 
through dense vegetation. 

It was a really treat seeing Virginia Rails out in the open for the first time.  Although Virginia Rails are fair-
ly common, they are rarely seen.   Worth getting up early for. 

If you want a great morning walk, with guaranteed wildlife sightings, the Frink Centre boardwalk is a mar-
vellous outing.  Here’s a link to their site, with directions:  https://goo.gl/maps/GKEVv6QSs26Ri3n26 

https://goo.gl/maps/GKEVv6QSs26Ri3n26
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BUY AND SELL 
 

 

 
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE  

 
PLEASE CONTACT  NORM RAE AT kate.norm.rae@gmail.com  

 
For Canon mount ... 40mm f2.8 STM lens ($80); 50MM f1.8, “nifty fifty” ($40) or both for $100. 
Canon RC6 remote control ($15), Foto&Tech wired shutter release for Canon, fitted a 6D, ($10) 
both for $20 
Manfrotto 804RC2 3 way, pan and tilt, tripod head ($80) 
Manfrotto tripod MT293A4 tripod ($80) 
Dynex monopod with a Manfrotto one direction swiveling head. ($30) 
Black Rapid sling strap. ($40) 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE  
 

IF INTERESTED PLEASE E MAIL ME AT    tjc@cogeco.ca     OR CALL TERRY  AT  705 742-1724 

 
NIKON    AF-S NIKKOR  70 – 300 VR LENS  1:4.5 – 5.6    IN EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
    SILENT WAVE MOTOR, ED GLASS, INTERNAL FOCUS, CAN BE USED ON FULL FRAME OR 
CROPPED CAMERAS. WEATHER SEALED MOUNT.  COMES WITH FRONT UV FILTER , LENS HOOD 
AND BOTH LENS CAPS. SHARP AND CRISP IMAGES ==== $350. 
     
NIKON  DX  AF-S NIKKOR 16 – 85 VR LENS 1:3.5-5.6   IN EXCELLENT CONDITION 
   SILENT WAVE MOTOR, ED GLASS, INTERNAL FOCUS. WEATHER SEALED MOUNT. COMES WITH 
FRONT UV FILTER , LENS HOOD , NIKON SUEDE LENS POUCH AND BOTH LENS CAPS. VERY SHARP 
AND CRISP IMAGES == $350. 
 
NIKON DX AF-S NIKKOR 18-135 LENS 3.5 – 5.6  IN GREAT CONDITION NO SCRATCHES ETC. 
    SILENT WAVE MOTOR, ED GLASS, INTERNAL FOCUS.  COMES WITH  , LENS HOOD , AND BOTH 
LENS CAPS. SHARP AND CRISP IMAGES. THIS LENS IS NOT VR.  ==$120. 
 
NIKON D 300S CAMERA IN EXCELLENT CONDITION.  HAS ONLY  16350 SHUTTER ACTUATIONS. 
    CLEAN AND NO DINGS, SENSOR CLEANED A COUPLE OF WEEKS BACK. CAMERA IS FULLY 
WEATHER SEALED COMES WITH 1 SD CARD AND ONE COMPACT FLASH CARD, NECK STRAP, TWO 
BATTERIES, AND MANUAL, DISK ETC. =  $350. 
   
HOODEMAN 3' L C D VIEWING LOUP 
   GREAT FOR VIEWING YOUR SCREEN ON THE BACK OF YOUR CAMERA. FULLY ADJUSTABLE 
EYEPIECE. COMES WITH NECK STRAP, CAMERA MOUNTING CORD, AND PADDED CARRYING 
CASE. 
   $45. 
 
  IF INTERESTED PLEASE E MAIL ME AT    tjc@cogeco.ca     OR CALL TERRY  AT  705 742-1724 

mailto:kate.norm.rae@gmail.com
mailto:tjc@cogeco.ca
mailto:tjc@cogeco.ca
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LET’S GET TECHNICAL 

BY  DONNA EDMONDS 

 
 

 

Continued... 

Faster Shutter Speed - Example: 1/1000 second = a 
fast shutter speed which introduces LESS light and 
freezes the motion of the fast-moving hummingbird.  
Depending on the amount of light in the scene, a 
faster shutter speed might decrease the amount of 
light so much that you either have to open up the 
aperture or increase the ISO or both to expose 
properly. The intent in this photo was to freeze the 
action in the photo and therefore called for a fast 
shutter speed. 

A monthly newsletter article to help you understand photography and your camera.  
Please contact me at NPCprogramdirector@gmail.com with any questions, to point out 
any mistakes that I may have made, or suggestions for future articles.  
 
Last month I wrote about the importance of using and understanding your light meter. 
This month I will describe how to adjust the amount of light that your meter is reading 
with your camera settings. There are 3 ways to get your meter to move to take a proper-
ly exposed photograph. They are the elements that make up the photography or expo-
sure triangle.  

This link is to a YouTube video from Sean Tucker whom I believe explains the relationship between the 3 
elements in the exposure triangle so well: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUtlZ3sahz8  Note: Drawing your 
own photography triangle while watching this video can be very helpful. 

 
As you adjust each of the 3 elements of the photography triangle, not only is the amount of light that chang-
es your meter affected but the final photograph is affected in 3 different ways. Shutter speed also affects 
the amount of motion shown, aperture also affects the size of the area that is in focus (Depth of Field) and 
ISO affects the amount of digital “noise” in the final photograph. Let’s break down the 3 elements that con-
trol the amount of light that reaches your sensor and therefore the movement of your meter and explore the 
subsequent effects of these changes with some photographic examples. 
 
1. Shutter Speed - This relates to the length of time that the sensor is exposed to light via the shutter, which 
is found within the body of the camera. The light comes in through the lens and when you open and close 
the shutter, the speed at which you do so is called the shutter speed. Shutter speed is given in increments of 
time, for example: 1/8000 of a second is a very fast shutter speed which doesn't let a lot of light through to 
the sensor or 30 seconds is a very slow shutter speed which lets a lot of light through. Shutter Speed also 
affects the amount of movement shown in the photograph.  

about:blank
about:blank
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Let’s Get Technical continued–  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slower Shutter Speed - Example: 10” seconds = a 
slower shutter speed which allows MORE light & 
shows motion or movement. The movement in this 
photograph is from an LED light covered in coloured 
pieces of gel paper waved behind the static crystal 
balls in a dark room. Depending on the amount of 
light in the scene, a slow shutter speed will increase 
the amount of light so much that you either have to 
close down the aperture or decrease the ISO or both to 
expose properly. The intent in this photo was to show 
movement and therefore called for a slow shutter 
speed.  

2. Aperture - Aperture is the opening in the lens and indicated as an F-number. Changing the aperture or f-
number means that you are making the opening in the lens larger or smaller allowing more or less light to 
reach the sensor. The number in the f-stop is calculated based on a fraction which is why, f22 is a small 
(narrow) aperture which lets in less light and f2.8 or f4 is a large (wide) aperture which lets in more 
light. Aperture also affects the size of the area that is in focus or the Depth of Field (DOF) in the photo-
graph. Note: There are other things that affect the DOF which I will clarify in a future article. 

A closed down or small Aperture - Example: f16 
allows less light to reach the sensor & gives more 
focus area (DOF). Depending on the amount of 
light in the scene, a smaller aperture (f16) will de-
crease the amount of light so much that you either 
have to slow down the shutter speed or increase the 
ISO or both to expose properly. The intent in this 
architectural photo was to have the entire photo in 
focus or a deep DOF which called for a small ap-
erture  

A more open or larger Aperture - Example: f3.2 al-
lows more light to reach the sensor & less focus area 
(DOF). Depending on the amount of light in the scene, 
a larger aperture (f3.2) will increase the amount of light 
so much that you either have to speed up the shutter 
speed or decrease the ISO or both to expose properly. 
The intent in this flower photo was to have a sharp fo-
cus in one area of the photo with a softer focus in the 
background or shallow DOF which called for a more 
open aperture. 
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Let’s Get Technical continued–  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. ISO relates to your camera’s sensor. Simply put, ISO is about setting the sensitivity to light of your 
sensor. The important thing to remember is that the higher your ISO number, the more sensitive your sen-
sor is to light coming in. The common ISO range is from 100 to 6400 in most modern cameras. ISO also 
affects the amount of digital noise in the photograph. Digital noise shows up as a grainy look in your fi-
nal photograph. 

 
Higher ISO = Sensor is more sensitive to light. 
Used in dark situations when you cannot achieve a 
proper exposure using your shutter speed and aper-
ture.  
← ← Example: ISO 6400 creates more digital noise. 
A higher ISO will allow you to speed up the shutter 
speed and close down the aperture or both to expose 
properly.  

Lower ISO = Sensor is less sensitive to light. 
Used in bright situations when you can achieve a 
proper exposure using your shutter speed and ap-
erture.  
Example: ISO 100 = less digital noise. →→ 
A lower ISO will allow you to slow down the 
shutter speed and open up the aperture or both to 
expose properly.  

If you are shooting in one of the auto modes, keep your eye on the settings that you have not chosen. For 
example: if you are shooting in aperture priority; keep your eye on what shutter speed your camera is 
choosing to avoid camera shake. When shooting in Shutter priority be aware of what aperture your camera 
is choosing in order to ensure that you are going to get the desired amount of focus (DOF) that you hope to 
achieve. 

Vision and composition are so important in photography but lack of technical knowledge can stop a photog-
rapher from getting the shots they envision. When you are shooting it is important to figure out what your 
intent is before you choose your settings. Ask yourself:  

1. What should my shutter speed be? Do I want to freeze motion for sports or wildlife, or do I want to 
show movement for fireworks, panning, intentional camera movement (ICM) shots?  

2. What should my aperture be? Do I want the entire photo to be in focus for landscape or architecture or 
do I want soft focus (bokeh) for portraits, some flowers, etc?  

3. What is the lowest ISO I can set once I have decided and prioritised what the intention of my photo 
should be with my aperture and shutter speed? 

Use your knowledge of the exposure triangle to practice shooting in manual. You can achieve the photo-
graphs you envision and over time choosing your settings will become second nature. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF COLOUR 

BY  ELISABETH LA FONTAINE 

The definition of Colour, given in Dictonary.com says it is: the quality of an 
object or substance with respect to light reflected by the object, usually deter-
mined visually by measurement of hue, saturation, and brightness of the reflect-
ed light.  

So, what is the importance of colour in photography? I wonder how many of 
you, when about to make a photograph, think about the colour combinations 
you are about to capture? You have the scene, you have a straight horizon line, 
you know what you are aiming for but, have you considered colour? Have you 
aimed to capture one main subject, one main colour and one contrasting colour? 
Additional colours should be used only in a supporting role. Time spent think-
ing about colour and how it impacts your photo can make or break your image 

The importance of how we use colour 
in photography cannot be overesti-
mated. That said, a myriad of colours 
in any photo does not necessarily im-
prove the image. Colour has to be 
used with care, thought and planning. 
I am not suggesting that you remove 
colour and shoot in black and white. 
I’m suggesting that you have to be 
sensitive to how, in addition to the 
composition of your photo you need 
to be aware of the colours you are 
incorporating in your image and how 
they are affected by light. 
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There isn’t space here, nor am I an expert on the subject of colour but for photographers it is well worth 
exploring the science of colour on your own. 

I attended a Webinar during the summer where Michael Melford, a National Geographic photographer ex-
plained how he used two main colours in his images and they are outstanding. They were usually a combi-
nation of two prime colours which give a strong colour contrast. www.michaelmelford.com 

Michael Melford— 

Blue Green Yellow 

Michael Melford— Canoe 

The Importance of Colour—
Continued... 

http://www.michaelmelford.com
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Richard Martin, who many of you know, is another photographer, closer to home, whose photographs are 
defined by his use of strong colours, very often just two contrasting colours.  www.richardmartinphoto.com 

The colour wheel is a good way to visualize how colours work with and against each other. If you combine 

colours and hues that are separated from each other on the colour wheel you will get strong colour contrasts. 

Keep the colour wheel in mind – in fact, if you are new to this, carry a small colour wheel in your camera 

bag at all times. Aim for two principal but contrasting colours and treat the rest as supporting actors. 

Richard Martin— 

Morroco 

 

 

The Importance of Colour—Continued... 

Richard Martin— 

Wabi Sabi 

http://www.richardmartinphoto.com
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Michael Melford’s effective use of colour comes from what he sees. He mentally says “Find the light and 
shoot what’s in it”. There are only four qualities of Light: 

Diffused Light as in cloudy, raining or foggy days. 
Side Light. 
Back Light 
MAGIC Light.  

But the topic of light is for another day…  

The Basics of Nature Photography by Michael Melford is a video well worth watching. It is a long video so 
make yourself a coffee or pour a glass of wine and relax – this video will educate and amuse you; Melford 
has a good sense of humour! Consider this video as the “Speaker of the Month” – I am sure you will not be 
disappointed! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJB4S2AAPTU 

 

The Importance of Colour—Continued... 

“Soon it got dusk, a grapy dusk, a purple dusk over tangerine 

groves and long melon fields; the sun the color of pressed 

grapes, slashed with burgundy red, the fields the color of love 

and Spanish mysteries.” 

― Jack Kerouac, On the Road  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MJB4S2AAPTU
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1701188
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Patrick’s Tips 
By Patrick Romano 

 

 

After seeing all the subjects our Members have been 
photographing  over the last few months, including of 
course landscapes, we are now into autumn, where the 
trees have mostly finished changing colour and the 
leaves have fallen off.  Add to that the change in 
weather, not all colourful and sunny and still no snow.  
Are you ready to stay indoors because of the dull, 
dreary, wet weather ?   

 

Well I have the solution for you, especially with 
Christmas coming up and possibly because of Covid- 
19 we may be wanting to share pictures of our family 
members with our friends and family.  Yes, Portraits.  
But for those of us without lots of equipment or experi-
ence, and don’t know how to take these indoor por-
traits, I have provided you with 5 posts filled with 
great useful tips hoping to make photographing people 
easier and more fun. 

Tips for Getting Your Portraits Right In-Camera By John McIntire    Click Here   

 

Tips For Making Someone Comfortable in Front of the Camera By Kevin Landwer-Johan Click Here  

  

Posing Guide: 21 Sample Poses to Get You Started with Photographing Women:  Part I  by Kaspars 
Grinvalds Click Here 

 

Posing Guide: 21 Sample Poses to Get You Started with Photographing Men by Kaspars Grinvalds  

Click Here 

 

 Create Beautiful Indoor Portraits Without Flash (NSFW) By Ed Verosky Click Here 

 

 

 

“What I like about photographs is that they capture a moment that’s 

gone forever, impossible to reproduce.” —Karl Lagerfeld 

https://digital-photography-school.com/getting-your-portraits-right-in-camera/
https://digital-photography-school.com/making-someone-comfortable/
https://digital-photography-school.com/21-sample-poses-photographing-female-models/
https://digital-photography-school.com/21-sample-poses-to-get-you-started-with-photographing-men/
https://digital-photography-school.com/create-beautiful-indoor-portraits-without-flash/
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THE LAST PAGE 
BY MOIRA FENNER 

Executive: President: Bryan Marjoram, Vice President: Brendan Flynn, Secretary: Susan Dubois, Pro-

gram Director: Donna Edmonds, Membership Director: Janet Taylor, Financial Director: Stan Kicak, 

Technical Director: Jeannie Gane, Outings Director: Sandra Peters, Outreach Director: Gerry Atkinson, 

Communications Director: Barbara Husband.  

Newsletter co-producers:  Moira Fenner, Barb Husband, Elisabeth La Fontaine. Janet Taylor.  

I recently had the opportunity to hear Glyn Dewis speak, a professional photographer, educator and author 
based in England.  Glyn’s topic was the importance of Personal Projects in the quest to become a better 
photographer.    
 
Glyn spoke about new photographers perhaps not really knowing what they want to photograph.  Many 
years ago, one piece of advice he received was to photograph everything.  It soon became apparent both 
what he didn’t want to photograph and that his main interest was controlled environment portraiture. 
 
A second piece of advice received was to have a Personal Project.  A Personal Project, by its very name, 
is something you would do for yourself; something that keeps you excited about your photography, keeps 
the learning curve constant and develops your style. 
 
 
Glyn’s latest project is the 39-45 Project https://www.3945portraits.com – where he photographed World 
War II Veterans.  I encourage you to have a look.   

 
 
 

I thought about my own photography, which for the last 15 
years or so has been mainly focused on nature, with some dab-
bling in portraiture and landscape.  The more I thought about it, 
I considered my newest passion – flower photography and digi-
tal painting – as my Personal Project.  This year particularly, I 
have grown the flowers I want to photograph and paint.  Some 
from seed or corms and some purchased at the local nursery.  It 
has been satisfying to know that the majority of my images are 
from my own garden. 
 
If you find you have time during the dark days of winter to work 
on a Personal Project, The Digital Photography School has all 
you need to get you started and before the winter is through, you 
will have something that you are proud to share, or not – your 
choice! 
  
 

 https://digital-photography-school.com/tips-for-creating-a-
personal-photography-project/ 
  

Glyn Dewis 
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